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Abstract 

This study investigates speech sound omission by native speakers of Standard British English and Central 
Kurdish. It aims to explore how a sound or sounds can be dropped in a spoken language to simplify it. The study 
compares English and Kurdish to determine similar and dissimilar features related to the elision of sounds. 
Additionally, the study attempts to ascertain the reasons for omitting of a sound or sounds in each language. 
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1. Introduction 

Elision is a common speech simplification process and can occur either in single words or in connections 
between two words. Finch (2000, p. 46) states that elision is common in casual speech styles, mostly at word 
boundaries. To Clark and Yallop (1990, p. 90), elision refers to a special case in which certain segments or 
syllables are lost or omitted. If the articulation of a sound in normal speech is weakened too much, the sound 
may disappear in running speech. Thus, elision is regarded as a type of economy of articulation that consists of 
omitting either a vowel or a consonant. This phenomenon is common in all languages. Elision occurs mostly in 
rapid colloquial speech, especially by native speakers for the purpose of language economy (i.e., to speak more 
fluently and easily). To Collins and Mees (2013, p. 125), elision tends to be more frequent in (a) unstressed 
rather than stressed syllables, (b) rapid rather than slow tempo and (c) informal rather than formal registers. 

2. Types of Elision in English 

Elision is classified into two types: contemporary elision and historical elision. 

2.1 Contemporary Elision 

Contemporary elision refers to the present-day elision which includes the elision of consonants, vowels, and a 
whole syllable. 

2.1.1 Elision of Consonants  

Consonant sounds refer to the sounds articulated as the airflow is obstructed at some point in the mouth, throat, 
or larynx (Matthews, 2007, p. 74). The consonant sounds cluster in the margins of syllables (onset and coda). 
Carr (2013, p. 60) states that in the historical development of languages, consonants in coda undergo the loss of 
articulation than onset consonants. To Roach (2000, pp. 142−143), the elision of consonants in English happens 
most commonly when a speaker wants to simplify a complex consonant cluster. For example, ‘acts’ becomes 
/ӕks/ rather than /ӕkts/, ‘scripts’ becomes /skrɪps/ rather than /skrɪpts/.  

2.1.1.1 Elision of Alveolar Plosives /t/ and /d/ 

The phonemes /t/ and /d/ are alveolar plosive sounds. /t/ is voiceless but /d/ is voiced. Roach (2000, pp. 32−33) 
states these two phonemes can be found at the beginning of a word (initial positions), between other sounds 
(medial positions), and at the end of a word (final positions). In English, the phonemes /t/ and /d/ are concerned 
as the most elided consonants (Finch, 2000, p. 46). The following situations are the most common ones in which 
the phonemes /t/ and /d/ are elided: 

When /t/ or /d/ is found between two consonants (in the central of two consonants), elision occurs (Gimson, 1970, 
p. 238). To Yule (2006, p. 49), /t/ in consonant clusters, in coda position, is elided. 
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- Aspects /ӕspekts/ → /ӕspeks/ 

- He must be /himəstbi/ → /himəsbi/ 

- The next day /ðə ˈnekst ˈdeɪ/ → /ðə ˈneks ˈdeɪ/ 

- The last car /ðə ˈlɑ:st ˈkɑ:/→ /ðə ˈlɑ:s ˈkɑ:/ 

- Past tens /pɑ:st ˈtens/→ / pɑ:s ˈtens/ 

- Left luggage /left ˈlʌgɪʤ/→ / lef ˈlʌgɪʤ/ 

- Tasteless /teistləs/ → /teisləs/ 

When /t/ in the final position of a word is clustered with /t/ or /d/ in initial position of another word, the sequence 
of /tt/ or /td/ is shortened to /t/: 

- We ought to visit him. /ˈwi o:t tə ˈvɪsɪt ˈɪm/ → /ˈwi o:tə ˈvɪsɪt ˈɪm/ 

- We want to leave. /wi ˈwɒnt tə ˈli:v/ → /wi ˈwɒntə ˈli:v/ 

- They’ve got to go now. /ðeiv ˈgɒt tə ˈgəʊ naʊ/ → /ðeiv ˈgɒtə ˈgəʊ naʊ/ 

- What do you want? /wɒt də ju: wɒnt/? → /wɒdə ju: wɒnt/? (Collins & Mees, 2013, p. 128; Gimson, 1970, p. 
299) 

If a word has final clusters of affricate (e.g., /ʧ/ and /ʤ/) or plosive (e.g., /b/, /g/, /p/ and /k/) + /d/ or /t/, the word 
will lose the final alveolar stop when the following word has an initial consonant. 

- Fetched me /feʧt mi/ → /feʧ mi/ 

- Changed colour /ʧeinʤd kʌlə/ → /ʧeinʤ kʌlə/ 

- Helped me /helpt mi/ → /help mi/ 

- Liked jam /laikt ʤӕm/ → /laik ʤӕm/ 

- Robbed both /rəʊbd bəʊθ/→ /rəʊb bəʊθ/  

- Begged one /begd wʌn/→ /beg wʌn/ (Gimson, 1970, p. 298) 

The elision of /t/ and /d/ can result in the neutralisation of the distinction between past tense and present tense. 
For example, in ‘looked back’ /lʊkt bæk/ as it is pronounced /lʊk bæk/ (Skandera & Burleigh, 2005, p. 95). 

Gimson (1970, p. 298) and Collins and Mees (2013, p. 127) claim that /t/ or /d/ is not elided before initial /h/: 

- Smoked herring /sməʊkt herɪŋ/ 

- Kept hold /kept həʊld/ 

- Worked hard /wɜːkt ha:d/ 

- Reached home /ri:ʧt həʊm/  

- Gift horse /gɪft hɔ:s/ 

- Rushed home /rʌʃt həʊm/  

- Bald head /bɔ:ld hed/ 

Moreover, there is no elision of /t/, when final /nt/ or /lt/ is followed by a consonant. For example: 

- Spent time /spent taim/ 

- Walt Disney /wɔ:lt dɪzni/ 

The sequence of consonant+ /t+j/ and consonant+/d+j/ often keep /t/ and /d/, but sometimes have reciprocal 
assimilation to / ʧ/ and / ʤ/. For example: 

- I’ve booked your flight /aiv bʊkt jɔ: flait/ → /aiv bʊkʧ ɔ: flait/ 

- I told your husband /ai təʊld jɔ: hʌzbənd / → /ai təʊlʤ ɔ: hʌzbənd/ (ibid)  

There is elision of /t/ in negative /-nt/, especially in disyllables, before a following consonant and sometimes 
before a vowel: 

- You mustn’t lose it. /ju: mʌsənt lu:z ɪt/ → /ju: mʌsən lu:z ɪt/ 

- Doesn’t she know? /dʌzənt ʃi nəʊ/? → /dʌzən ʃi nəʊ/? 

- Wouldn’t he come? /wʊdənt hi kʌm/? → /wʊdən hi kʌm/? (Gimson, 1970, p. 298) 
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In the phrase ‘you and me’, the phoneme /d/ is elided in ‘and’. To Yule (2006, p. 49), when /d/ is preceded by 
nasal /n/ and followed by nasal /m/, /d/ is elided: 

- you and me /ju: ənd mi/ → /ju: ən mi/ 

Some common examples for the elision of /d/: 

- friendship /frendʃɪp/ → /frenʃɪp/ 

- Hold the dog! /ˈhəʊld ðə ˈdɒg/→ /ˈhəʊl ðə ˈdɒg/ 

- Send Frank a card /send ˈfræŋk ə ˈkɑ:d/→ /sen ˈfræŋk ə ˈkɑ:d/ 

- Old man /əʊld mæn/ → /əʊl mæn / 

When /d/ in the final position of a word is clustered with /t/ or /d/ in initial position of another word, /t/ is elided: 

- We could try. /wi kəd trai/. → /wi kə trai/. 

- They should do it. /ðei ʃəd du: ɪt/. → /ðei ʃə du: ɪt/. (Gimson, 1970, p. 299) 

2.1.1.2 Elision of Dental Fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ 

The phonemes /θ/ and /ð/ are dental fricative sounds. /θ/ is voiceless, but /ð/ is voiced. The elision of /ð/ and /θ/ 
are common in the following examples: 

- Months / mʌnθs / → /mʌns/ 

- Clothes / kləʊðz / → /kləʊz/ 

- Sixths / sɪksθs / → /sɪks/ (Skandera & Burleigh, 2005, p. 95) 

In some ordinal numbers, /θ/ is not elided, but instead, there is a possibility to elide the preceding consonant as in 
the following examples: 

- Fifth /fɪfθ/ → /fɪθ/ 

- Twelfth /twelfθ/ → /twelθ/ (Collins & Mees, 2013, p. 127) 

Denham and Lobeck (2013, p. 117) argue that in the case of having two or three fricative sounds in a coda, one 
or two of them frequently are elided. For example, in the word ‘sixths’ /sɪksθs/, the phonemes /s/, /θ/ and /s/ are 
fricative sounds in coda. The phonemes /s/ and /θ/ both can be elided together and the word can be pronounced 
as /sɪks/. Also, in the word ‘fifths’ / fɪfθs/, the phonemes /f/, /θ/ and /s/ are fricative sounds in coda. The phoneme 
/θ/ can be elided and the word is pronounced as /fɪfs/ or the phoneme /f/ can be elided and the word becomes 
/fɪθs/ in rapid speech. Even it is possible to elide the two fricative sounds /f/ and /θ/ together and the word is 
presented as /fɪs/. 

2.1.1.3 Elision of Labiodental Fricative /v/ 

The phonemes /f/ and /v/ are labiodental fricatives. /f/ is voiceless but /v/ is voiced. To Roach (2000, p. 143), the 
final /v/ is omitted when it is followed by a consonant. For example: 

- Lots of them /lɒts əv ðəm/ → /lɒts ə ðəm/ 

- Waste of money /weist əv mʌni/ → /weist ə mʌni/ 

Collins and Mees (2013, pp. 127−128) and Crystal (2008, p. 247) state /v/ in ‘of’ is omitted as it is followed by 
/ð/. For example: 

- Three of the websites /θri: əv ðə websaits/ → /θri: ə ðə websaits/ 

- One of the lads /wʌn əv ðə lӕdz/ → /wʌn ə ðə lӕdz/ 

Also, according to them (ibid), the elision of /v/ in ‘of’ is common whenever it is followed by the consonant /p/ 
or /f/: 

- A piece of paper /ə pi:s əv peipə/ → /ə pi:s ə peipə/ 

- As a matter of fact /əz ə mӕtṛ əv fӕkt/ → /əz ə mӕtṛə fӕkt/ 

Moreover, in rapid speech /v/ is sometimes elided before /m/ in the verb ‘give’, ‘have’ and ‘leave’: 

- Give me a chance. /gɪv mi ə ʧa:ns/. → /gɪ mi ə ʧa:ns/. 

- Do you have my number? /du: ju hӕv mai nʌmbə/? → /du: ju hӕ mai nʌmbə/? 

- Leave me alone. /li:v mi ə ləʊn/. → /li: mi ə ləʊn/. (ibid) 
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2.1.1.4 Elision of Glottal Fricative /h/ 

/h/ is a voiceless glottal fricative sound. In the weak forms of function words /h/ is elided. 

- I think he will have told her. /ai θɪŋk i wɪl əv təʊld ə:/ (Collins & Mees, 2013, p. 22, 127; Gimson, 1970, p. 
297) 

2.1.1.5 Elision of Velar Plosive /k/ 

/k/ is a voiceless velar plosive sound. To Collins and Mees (2013, p. 127) and Gimson (1970, p. 298), /k/ is 
elided in the middle of a cluster of three consonant sounds when it is preceded by /s/ and followed by /t/. 

- Masked gunman /ma:skt gʌnmən/ → /ma:st gʌnmən/ 

- They asked us /ðei a:skt əs/ → /ðei a:st əs/ 

- Risked prison /rɪskt prɪsən/ → /rɪst prɪsən/ 

Moreover, according to them (ibid), in ‘masked gunman’ in addition to the elision of /k/, there is an elision of /t/, 
too. 

- Masked gunman /ma:s gʌnmən/ 

2.1.1.6 Elision of Velar /ɫ/ 

To Gimson (1970, p. 238), it is possible to elide /ɫ/ when it is preceded by /ɔ:/ which has a resonance similar to 
that of /ɫ/ 

- Always /ɔ:ɫweiz/ → /ɔ:weiz/ 

- Alright /ɔ:ɫrait/ → /ɔ:rait/ 

- Although /ɔ:ɫðəʊ/ → /ɔ:ðəʊ/ 

- Already /ɔ:ɫredi / → /ɔ:redi/ 

2.1.2 Elision of Vowels 

Vowels refer to those sounds which are produced without any air restriction of the airflow (Finch, 2000, p. 73). 
In English, schwa /ə/ is the most frequent vowel sound. It occurs in weak and unstressed syllables (Roach, 2000, 
p. 82). The elision of a vowel is associated with a weak and unstressed syllable. According to Roach (2000, p. 
142) and Skandera and Burleigh (2005, pp. 95−96), the elision of /ə/ occurs in unstressed syllables of 
polysyllabic words, particularly before or after a stressed syllable, and after one of the plosives, /p, t, k/. In the 
following words /ə/ is elided, and there will be an aspiration of the release of air in the articulation of the 
preceding plosive.  

- Today /təˈdeɪ/ → /thˈdeɪ/ 

- Potato /pəˈteɪtəʊ/ → /phˈteɪtəʊ/ 

- Tomato /təˈma:təʊ/ → /thˈma:təʊ/ 

In disyllabic words, elision of /ə/ is common whenever it is followed by /l/, /n/ or /r/. When the phoneme /ə/ is 
elided, /ḷ/, /ṇ/ or /ṛ/ becomes syllabic. The number of syllables will remain the same, but the syllable boundary 
moves (Roach, 2000, pp. 86−90, 142; Skandera & Burleigh, 2005, pp. 95−96). 

- Cattle /kӕt.əl/ → /kӕt.ḷ/ 

- Bottle /bɒt.əl/ → /bɒt.ḷ/ 

- Trouble /trʌb.əl/ → /trʌb.ḷ/ 

- Tunnel /tʌn.əl/ → /tʌn.ḷ/ 

- Pedal /ped.əl/ → /ped.ḷ/ 

- Tonight /tə.nait/ → /tṇ.ait/ 

- Threaten /θret.ən/ → /θret.ṇ/ 

- Seven /sev.ən/ → /sev.ṇ/ 

- Correct /kə.rekt/ → /kṛ.ekt/ 

- Hungary /hʌŋg.ər.i/ → /hʌŋg.ṛ.i/  

Gimson (1970, p. 238) points out that elision of /i/ can be found in English, but it is less common than /ə/. 
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- Geography /ʤi.ɒg.rə.fi/ → /ʤɒ.grə.fi/ 

- Geometry /ʤi.ɒm.ə.tri/ → /ʤɒ.mə.tri/ 

2.1.3 Elision of a Whole Syllable 

When there is a separated consonant, a whole syllable may be dropped (Gimson, 19970, p. 238; Crystal, 2008, p. 
247). To Skandera and Burleigh (2005, p. 96), when a syllable is unstressed, the whole syllable can be elided, 
especially before or after a stressed syllable, particularly when the elided syllable contains a consonant that is 
repeated in the following syllable. 

- Particularly /pə.tik.ju.lə.li/ → /pə.tik.ju.li/. In this word the syllable /lə/ is elided. 

- Probably /prɒ.bə.bli/ → /prɒ.bli/. In this word the syllable /bə/ is elided. 

- February /feb.ru.ər.i/ → /feb.ər.i/. In this word the syllable /ru/ is elided 

- Literary /lɪt.ər.ər.i/ → /lɪt.ər.i/. In this word the syllable /ər/ is elided. 

- Library /lai.brər.i/ → /lai.bri/. In the second syllable /rə/ is elided and the number of syllables is reduced 
from three to two. 

2.2 Historical Elision 

Historical elision refers to the omission of consonants in some words from clusters forever in speech though the 
matching letters still occur in the spelling (Skandera & Burleigh, 2005, p. 95; Collins & Mees, 2013, p. 123): 

- Know /nəʊ/ 

- Comb /kəʊm/ 

- Whistle /wɪs.ḷ / 

- Wrong /rɒŋ/ 

- Knight /nait/ 

- Listen /lɪs.ən/ 

3. Elision in Kurdish 

There are 37 letters in Kurdish which are classified into 29 consonants and 8 vowels. Each letter, in Kurdish, 
represents the same phoneme as everywhere else. For instance, the phoneme /ʃ/ is only represented by the letter 
‘ș’. In contrast, in English, the same phoneme may be represented by different letters or by the combination of 
different letters. For instance, phoneme /ʃ/ can be represented by ‘s+h’ as in ‘she’, ‘-tion’ as in ‘nation’, ‘s+u’ as 
in ‘sugar’, ‘c+h’ as in ‘machine’. There are two types of elision in Kurdish: consonants and vowels.  

3.1 Elision of Consonants 

The elision of consonants is very common in Kurdish. The following types of elision are the most common ones: 

3.1.1 Elision of Glottal Plosive /Ɂ/ 

The elision of /Ɂ/ is found in Kurdish. In contrast, the elision of /Ɂ/ does not exist in English. To Xoșnaw (2013, 
p. 83), /Ɂ/ is elided in the initial position of the second element of a compound word: 

- Mast /mӕst/ + ’aw /Ɂӕw / → /mӕstӕw/ ‘yogurt water’  

- Guľ /guɫ/ + ’aw /Ɂӕw/ → /guɫӕw/ ‘rosewater’ 

Ali (2015, p. 126) claims that /Ɂ/ is elided in initial position of a word, if the prefix ‘-le’ or ‘-be’ is added to the 
word: 

- -le /lə/ +’ewȇ /Ɂwe/ → /ləwe/ ‘over there’ 

- -be /bə/ + ’ew /Ɂw/ → /bəw/ ‘to him/her’ 

3.1.2 Elision of Bilabial Plosive /b/ 

/b/ can be elided, in a complex verb, which indicates commanding. 

- Rabke /Rӕbkə/ → /Rӕkə/ ‘run’ 

- Heľbgre /həɫbgrə/ → /həɫgrə / ‘carry’ 

- dabnȋșe /dӕbniʃə/ → /dӕniʃə/ ‘sit’ (Ali, 2015, p. 119) 

Moreover, according to him (ibid), /b/ can be elided from transitive verbs in conditional present perfect tense and 
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past perfect tense: 

- Bimkirdbaye /bɪm.kɪrd.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.kɪr.dӕ.jə/ ‘If I have done,’ 

- Bimkirdbûbaye /bɪm.kɪrd.bu:.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.kɪrd.bu:.ӕj.ə/ ‘If I had done,’ 

- Bimxwardbaye /bɪm.xwӕrd.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.xwӕr.dӕ.jə/ ‘If I have eaten,’ 

- Bimxwardbûbaye /bɪm.xwӕrd.bu:.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.xwӕrd.bu:.ӕj.ə/ ‘If I had eaten,’ 

- Bimgutbaye /bɪm.gʊt.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.gʊ.tӕ.jə/ ‘If I have said’ 

- Bimgutbûbaye /bɪm.gʊt.bu:.bӕ.jə/ → /bɪm.gʊt.bu:.ӕj.ə/ ‘If I had said’ 

3.1.3 Elision of Alveolar Plosive /t/ 

/t/ is usually elided in the final position of a word which is preceded by /s/, /w/ or /ʃ/. 

- Dest /dəst/ → /dəs/ ‘hand’ 

- Mebest /məbəst/ → /məbəs/ ‘purpose’ 

- Padașt /pӕdӕʃt/ → /pӕdӕʃ/ ‘present (n)’ 

- ȋyadașt /jӕdӕʃt/ → /jӕdӕʃ/ ‘recommendation’ (Salih, 2012, p. 74) 

Whenever a word of final position /t/ is combined with another word, /t/ can be elided in the first word. 

- Dest /dəst/+kewt /kəwt/ → /dəskəwt/ ‘achievement’ 

- Set /sət/+hezar /həzӕr/ → /səhəzӕr/ ‘One hundred thousand’ (Salih, 2012, p. 75) 

Moreover, according to Ali (2015, pp. 127−129), in the inflectional morphemes ‘-at’ or ‘-ȇt’ (for third singular 
person) and ‘-ȋt’ or ‘-t’ (for second singular person), /-t/ can be elided, too. 

- Dexwat /dəxwӕt/ → /dəxwӕ/ ‘He/she/it eats’ 

- Deçȇt /dəʧet/ → /dəʧe/ ‘He/she goes’ 

- Deçȋt /dəʧit/ → /dəʧi/ ‘You goe’ 

3.1.4 Elision of Alveolar Plosive /d/ 

In Central Kurdish, /d/ is the most elided phoneme, especially in Sulaymaniyah (it is a major city located in the 
South of Kurdistan). Elision of /d/ is found in initial positions of words, medial positions, and in the final 
positions of words. 

Initial position: 

- Ddan /d(ɪ)dӕn/ → /dӕn/ ‘teeth’ 

Medial position: 

- Padșa /pӕd.ʃӕ/ → /pӕ.ʃӕ/ ‘king’ 

- Mindaľ /mɪn.dӕɫ/ → /mɪ.nӕɫ/ ‘child’ 

- Xuda /xʊdӕ/ → /xwӕ/ ‘God’ 

- Madde /mӕd.də/ → /mӕ.də/ ‘substance’ 

Final position: 

- Doľemend /dɒ.ɫə.mənd/ → /dɒ.ɫə.mən/ ‘rich’ 

- Çend /ʧənd/ → /ʧən/ ‘how many/ how much’ 

- Pesend /pəsənd/ → /pəsən/ ‘acceptance’ 

- Beẍdad /bəɣ.dӕd/ → /bəɣ.dӕ/ ‘Baghdad’ (Salih, 2012, pp. 71−72) 

To Ali (2015, pp. 122−123), in the consonant cluster /n/+ /d/, /d/ is elided. 

- Çewender /ʧəwəndər/ → /ʧəwənər/ ‘beet’ 

- ,efendȋ /əfəndi/ → /əfəni/ ‘sir’ 

Moreover, to him (2015, pp. 123−124), a word of initial position of /bə/ or /lə/ and final position of /dӕ/, /d/ is 
elided in the cluster /dӕ/ whenever /d/ is preceded by a consonant sound. 

- Lehawȋnda /ləhӕwindӕ/ → /ləhӕwinӕ/ ‘in Summer’ 
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- Lexomda /ləxɒmdӕ/ → /ləxɒmӕ/ ‘to myself’ 

- beserȋyanda /bəserijӕndӕ/ → /bəserijӕnӕ/ ‘over them’ 

Salih (2012, p. 74) states that /d/ can be elided from numbers having finial position of /də/ except in ‘de’ /də/ 
(ten), ‘çwarde’ /ʧwӕrdə/ ‘fourteen’ and ‘hejde’ /həʒdə/ ‘eighteen’: 

- Yazde /jӕzdə/ → /jӕzə/ ‘eleven’ 

- Dwazde /dwӕzdə/ → /dwӕzə/ ‘twelve’ 

- Sȇzde /sezdə/ → /sezə/ ‘thirteen’ 

- Pazde /pӕzdə/ → /pӕzə/ ‘fifteen’ 

- Șazde /ʃӕzdə/ → /ʃӕzə/ ‘sixteen’ 

3.1.5 Elision of Velar Plosive /k/ 

Xoșnaw (2013, p. 88) claims that /k/ can be omitted in the following situations: 

1) /k/, in the inflectional indefinite article ‘-ek’, ‘-ȇk’ or ‘-jek’, is omitted: 

- Kiç /kɪʧ/ + -ȇk /ek/ → /kɪʧe/ ‘a girl’ 

- Goze /gɒzə/ + -jek /jək/ → /gɒzəjə/ ‘a clay jar’ 

2) When a word of final position /k/ is combined with another word having /k/ or /b/ as initial position, /k/ is 
omitted in the first word and a compound word is formed:  

- Pak /pӕk/+ krdin /k(ɪ)rdɪn/ → /pӕk(ɪ)rdɪn/ ‘to clean’ 

- Çak /ʧӕk/+ krdin /k(ɪ)rdɪn/ → /ʧӕk(ɪ)rdɪn/ ‘to mend’ 

- Çak /ʧӕk/+bûn /bu:n/ → /ʧӕbu:n/ ‘to be on the mend’ 

3) /k/ in final position of ‘kak’ ‘(Mr’ can be elided whenever it is combined with a name of a person to form a 
compound word: 

- Kak /kӕk/ + Ali /ʕli/ → /kӕʕli/ ‘Mr Ali’ 

- Kak /kӕk/ + Hassan /ħəsən/ → /kӕħəsən/ ‘Mr Hassan’ 

3.1.6 Elision of Glottal Fricative /h/ 

When /h/ in initial position of a verb is attached by a prefix or combined with another word, /h/ can be elided: 

- Heľ- /həɫ/+ hat /hӕt/ → /həɫӕt/ ‘he/she escaped’ 

- b- /b(ɪ)/+ hȇne /henə/ → /benə/ ‘bring’ 

- Roj /Rɒʒ/ + heľat /həɫӕt/ → /Rɒʒəɫӕt/ ‘East (n.)/ ‘sun rose’ (Ali, 2015, p. 125) 

To Xoșnaw (2013, p. 86), /h/ can be elided in the initial position of words whenever it is followed by /ʊ/ or /o/: 

- Hurd /hʊrd/ → /ʊrd/ ‘tiny’ 

- Huȓ /hʊR/ → /ʊR/ ‘slow-witted’ 

- Hoșȋyar /hoʃiar/ → /ʊʃiar/ ‘cautious (adj)/ Hoshiar (n)’ (/h/ is elided and /o/ is changed to /ʊ/) 

3.1.7 Elision of Velar Fricative /x/  

/x/ is a velar fricative sound that is voiceless. This phoneme is found in Kurdish but not in English. /x/ in the 
final position of the word ‘Șȇx’ ‘Sheikh’ is elided whenever the following word has initial /m/, /ʕ/, /ħ/ or /q/. The 
word ‘Șȇx’ is used as a nickname with the name of persons. 

- Șȇx /ʃex/ + Mahmud /məħmud/ → /ʃeməħmʊd/ ‘Sheikh Mahmud’ 

- Șȇx /ʃex/ + Ali /ʕli/ → /ʃeʕli/ ‘Sheikh Ali’ (Ali, 2015, p. 127) 

3.1.8 Miscellaneous Types of Elision  

Dizey, Mahammad and Salih (2013, pp. 126−134) identify different types of elision of consonant sounds. 
According to them, the following types of elisions are found in Kurdish but they are less common than the other 
types mentioned above. Furthermore, they are not governed by any rules and they are only found with some 
specific examples: 

1) Elision of post-alveolar fricative /ʃ/ 
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- Froștin /frɒʃtɪn/ → frotin /frɒtɪn/ ‘selling’ 

- Rȇștin /Reʃtɪn/ → /Retɪn/ ‘spilling’ 

2) Elision of palatal approximant /j/ 

If a word ends with /i/, /j/ can be elided after the addition of inflection morpheme ‘-y’ (it is used for third singular 
person). 

- Kiȓȋ /kɪRi/ + y /j/ = kiȓȋy /kɪRij/→ /kɪRi/ ‘he/she bought’ 

- Fiȓȋ /fɪRi/ + y /j/ = fiȓȋy /fɪRij/→ /fɪRi/ ‘he/she/it flew’ 

3) Elision of post-alveolar approximant /r/ 

- pirsȋyar /pɪrs.jӕr/ → /pɪs.jӕr/ ‘question’ 

4) Elision of post-alveolar fricative /ʒ/ 

- Nȋweȓoj /niwəȓɒʒ/ → /niwəȓɒ/ ‘noon’ 

5) Elision of alveolar nasal /n/ 

The sequence of /nn/ at the boundaries of words is reduced to /n/: 

- Baľȇn /bəɫen/+ name /nӕmə/ = baľȇnname /bə.ɫen.nӕ.mə/ → /bə.ɫe.nӕ.mə/ ‘bond’ 

3.2 Elision of a Whole Syllable 

Xoșnaw (2013, pp. 89−90) identifies three types of elisions of a whole syllable: 

1) Elision of /Ɂə/: 

/Ɂə/ can be elided from the pronouns which are concerned as a part of the whole word:  

- ,emin /Ɂə.mɪn/ → /mɪn/ ‘I’ 

- ,eto /Ɂə.tɒ/ → /tɒ/ ‘You’ 

Also, /Ɂə/ can be elided from the initial words which are borrowed from Arabic: 

- ,emȋr /Ɂə.mir/ → /mir/ ‘Prince’ 

2) Elision of /Ɂӕ/: 

/Ɂӕ/ is elided at the boundaries of compound words: 

- Ga /gӕ/+ ,asin /Ɂӕ.sɪn/ = /gӕ.Ɂӕ.sɪn/ → /gӕsɪn/ ‘plough’ 

3) Elision of /bӕ/: 

/bӕ/ is elided in conditional past perfect tense with intransitive verbs: 

- Biȓoștibûbamaye /bɪ.ȓɒș.tɪ.bu:.bӕ.mӕ.jə/ → /bɪ.ȓɒș.tɪ.bu:.mӕ.jə/ ‘If I had gone,’ 

- Bihatibûbamaye /bɪ.hӕ.tɪ.bu:. bӕ.mӕ.jə/ → /bɪ.hӕ.tɪ.bu:.mӕ.jə/ ‘If I had come,’ 

To Ali (2015, pp. 119−120), /bӕ/ can be omitted in conditional present perfect tense from intransitive verbs: 

- Biçubamaye /bɪ.ʧʊ.bӕ.mӕ.jə/ → /bɪ.ʧʊ.mӕ.jə/ ‘If I have gone,’ 

- Binustbamaye /bɪ.nʊst.bӕ.mӕ.jə/ → /bɪ.nʊs(t).mӕ.jə/ ‘If I have slept,’ 

3.3 Elision of Vowels 

Elision of /ə/ in Kurdish, like in English, is very common. It is most elided vowel sound. When the definite 
inflectional morpheme ‘-eke’/əkə/ ‘the’ is attached to a noun having an initial position of /ə/, /ӕ/, /ɒ/ or /e/, the 
initial /ə/ is elided from ‘-eke’: 

- Hewa /həwӕ/ + -eke /əkə/= /həwӕkə/ ‘The air’ 

- Bira /bɪrӕ/ + -eke /əkə/= /bɪrӕkə/ ‘The brother’ 

- Șușe /ʃʊʃə/ + -eke /əkə/= /ʃʊʃəkə/ ‘The glass’ 

- Çeqo /ʧəqɒ/ + -eke /əkə/=/ʧəqɒkə/ ‘The knife’ 

- Tirȇ /tɪre/ + -eke /əkə/=/tɪrekə/ ‘The grape’ (Salih, 2012, pp. 75−76; Dizey, Mahammad, & Salih, 2013, p. 
131) 

Xoșnaw (2013, p. 81) explains three common situations in which /ə/ is elided in the final position of a noun as in 
(1) and (2), or in a verb stem as in (3) when: 
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1) Indefinite inflectional morpheme ‘-ek’ /ək/ ‘a/an’ is attached to the noun: 

- Name /nӕmə/ + -ek /ək/= nameke /nӕmək/ ‘A letter’ 

2) Plural inflectional morpheme ‘-an’ /ӕn/ (pluras -s) is attached to the noun: 

- Xende /xəndə/ + -an /ӕn/= xendan /xəndӕn/ ‘smiles’ 

3) The suffix ‘-ӕndɪn’ is attached to an intransitive verb stem and it changes it to infinitive: 

- Naľe (groan (n.)) /nӕɫə/+ -andin /ӕndɪn/= naľandɪn /nӕɫӕndɪn/ ‘to groan ‘ 

4. Conclusion 

The following conclusions have been made from the study related to different types of elision in English and 
Kurdish: 

1) Elision is useful for simplifying complex cluster of consonant sounds in both onset and coda. 

2) Elision is useful and helpful for both native and non-native speakers for speaking more fluently and easily. 

3) Elision is found in both onset and coda, but it is more common in the coda. 

4) Elision is found in both English and Kurdish, but it is more pervasive in English. 

5) Elision occurs in rapid speech. 

6) Elision occurs within single words and at the boundaries of words, but it is more common at the boundaries of 
words. 

7) Elision can be found at the beginning of words, in the middle of words, and at the end of words. 

8) Elision in consonant sounds is more common than vowel sounds. 

9) Plosive and fricative sounds are the most elided consonant sounds in English. 

10) In English and Kurdish, the consonant sounds /t/ and /d/ are the most elided sounds, but in vowels /ə/ is the 
most elided sound. 

11) Historically elision is more common in onset than in coda, but in the present-day elision is more common in 
the coda. 
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Appendix A  

Kurdish phonemic symbols for consonants sounds 

/p/  peȓ  /pərR/  ‘paper’  

/b/  bon /bɒn/ ‘smell’  

/t/  tak  /tӕk/ ‘odd’ 

/d/  dar  /dar/ ‘tree’  

/k/  ker  /kər/ ‘donkey’  

/g/  gerim /gərɪm/ ‘hot’  

/q/  quľ /qʊɫ/ ‘deep’  

/Ɂ/  ,eme /Ɂmə/ ‘this’  

/f/  feȓiş /fəRɪʃ/ ‘carpet’  

/v/  vȇla /velӕ/ ‘villa’  

/s/  ser /sər/ ‘head’  

/z/  zar /zӕr/ ‘mouth’  

/ʃ /  şar /ʃӕr/ ‘city’  

/ʒ/  jȋyan /ʒȋan/ ‘life’  

/x/  xew /xəw/ ‘sleep’  

/ɣ/  ẍaz  /ɣӕz/ ‘gas’  

/ħ/  hekem /ħəkəm/ ‘judge’  

/ʕ/  ’elaq /ʕəlaq/ ‘barber’ 

/h/  hȇz /hez/ ‘power’  

/ʧ/  Ҫiwar /Ҫɪwӕr/ ‘four’  

/l/  lar /lӕr/ ‘slope’  

/ʤ/  cȋl /ʤi:l/ ‘generation’  

/ɫ/  ľaľ /ɫӕɫ/ ‘dumb’  

/m/  mar /mӕr/ ‘snake’ 

/n/  nan /nӕn/ ‘bread’ 

/r/  pare /pӕrə/ ‘money’  

/R/   ȓubar /Rʊbӕr/ ‘river’ 

/w/  wise /wɪʃə/ ‘word’  

/j/  yar /jӕr/ ‘lover’  

 

Appendix B 

Kurdish phonemic symbols for vowel sounds 

/iː/  șȋr /ʃiːr/ ‘milk’ 

/i/  birdȋ /bɪrdi/ ‘he took’  

/ɪ/  xiwardin /xɪwӕrdɪn/ ‘eating’ 

/e/  xêr /xer/ ‘charity’ 

/ə/  derga /dərgӕ/ ‘door’ 
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/ɑː/  kar /kɑːr/ ‘job’ 

/ʊ/  kun /kʊn/ ‘hole’ 

/uː/  nûsȋn /nuːsi:n/ ‘writing’ 

/ɒ/  kon /kɒn/ ‘old’ 
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